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The Liberty Group Opens Larger, More Convenient Austin Location
Apartment Staffng Leader Relocates to The Domain in Northwest Austin

Austin, Texas (June 23, 2014) – Apartment industry professionals know how important location is. The 
Liberty Group, a leading national apartment staffng frm, is pleased to announce its move to The 
Domain, one of the hottest commercial locations in Austin. With nearby high-end shopping, fne 
dining, and easy access from major highways, this relocation positions The Liberty Group to better 
serve its Austin clientele.

Shonna Schneider, Austin Branch Manager for The Liberty Group, says the move was driven by the 
company's remarkable growth over the last fve years. “Since entering the Austin market in 2009, The 
Liberty Group has quickly become a leader in the local apartment industry. Our employees know 
multi-family backward and forward, allowing us to better serve our clients and our candidates. Our 
move to a larger space is a testament to our industry-leading staff.”

The new offce space features a dedicated training facility where the company offers free or low-cost 
courses tailored to the needs of the apartment industry. For example, the free Leasing 101 class 
teaches the basics of apartment leasing while Maintenance Certifcation Training prepares 
Maintenance Technicians for the EPA Universal Certifcation test.

The Liberty Group's new location is a short drive from anywhere in the Austin area. The offce is 
roughly a mile from three major highways (MoPac, Highway 183, and Highway 360) and only three 
miles from Interstate 35.

You can now reach The Liberty Group with the following new phone number, fax number, and 
address:

10711 Burnet Road
Suite 305
Austin, Texas 78758
Phone: (512) 225-1860
Fax: (512) 649-1035

About The Liberty Group: Founded in 1977, The Liberty Group is a leading provider of temporary, 
temp-to-hire, and direct hire personnel to the apartment industry. The Liberty Group works with 
properties in Texas, North Carolina, and Washington DC to provide experienced, professional 
temporary support. The company is also a leader in nationwide real estate executive search, serving 
multiple verticals including multifamily, commercial, student housing, senior housing, and 
construction.
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